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Abstract. In this paper the development of an innovative system of propulsion
for manual wheelchair is described. It can be applied to sports wheelchairs and
to wheelchair employed in everyday life. Regarding sports wheelchair, the use
of this system of propulsion for racing wheelchair and hand bike is shown. The
innovative system of propulsion tries to solve the injuries on the upper limb,
caused by the other manual system of propulsion: push-rim system and levers
system, employing traction movement applied on a cable transmission and
ratchet device. The paper describes the functional design of different solutions,
identifying the main involved parameters. In addition, the first prototype of
wheelchair for everyday life is described and tested.
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Introduction

According to [1], wheelchair users suffer from upper limb injuries, particularly in
the shoulder, in higher percentage than the rest of population, the percentage increases
in wheelchair athletes. As shown in [2], wheelchair sports are an important tool in
rehabilitation from a physical and psychological point of view. It is important and
necessary to develop medical and technological knowledge to decrease and to prevent
injuries derived from wheelchair sports. The authors of this paper have many prior
experiences about aid to overcome architectural barriers [3, 4] and prototyping manual wheelchair with innovative system of propulsion [5].
In wheelchair racing [6], athletes compete in four categories based on the types of
disability: T51, T52, T53 and T54. The distance involved in wheelchair racing include
sprint distances of 100 m, 200 m, and 400 m, middle distances of 800 m and 1500 m,
long distances of 5000 m and 10000 m in field and the marathon in road. As shown in
figure 1, racing wheelchairs have two-rear traction wheel with the push-rim that the
users use to transmit power, a front steering wheel that is controlled by the users
through the steering. On the steering, there is the brake lever that works on the front
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wheel. Eaach athlete haas a customiz ed sitting. An
n ultra-light frrame connectss the tworear wheeel, the sitting and
a the steerinng with the fro
ont wheel.

Fig
gure 1: Functioonal scheme of
o racing wheeelchair
In figuure 2, the steeering system
m of the wheeelchair racing is shown. Th
The athlete
moves thhe steering and
d the front whheel rotates arround the join
nts CS. The foork is connected too the frame th
hrough a gas sspring that allows to keep the fork in thhe desired
position. During the raace field, the w
wheelchair raccing is equipp
ped with the ccompensator steerinng, as shown in figure 2 a).. The compen
nsator steering
g allows to sett a defined
angle to achieve the turn with a sppecific radius,, as in athletics tracks. Thhe angle is
defined by
b the distancee ε and it depeends on the ph
hysical characcteristics of thhe athletics
track, thee wheelchair and
a the speed . During the race
r
field εL is set to achievve the desired βL to follow the trajectory of thhe athletics traack, while εR = 0, avoiding to turn on
right. Durring the road event the com
mpensator steeering is remov
ved, with this cconfiguration the steering
s
angle is adapted foor different rad
dius of curvatture, as shownn in figure
2 b).
g [6], athletes compete in five
f
categoriess based on the
he types of
In hannd bike racing
disabilityy: H1, H2, H3
3, H4 and H55. The races in
nvolved in haand bike racinng include
road racee and individu
ual time trial. There are two
o types of han
nd bike: handd bike employed byy H1, H2, H3
3 and H4 cateegories and hand bike emp
ployed by H5 category.
The athleetes with spinaal injuries com
mpete in categ
gory H1, H2, H3 and H4. T
These athletes use the recumben
nt hand bike aas shown in figure 3. The amputated athlletes compete in categories H5, and they usee a hand bikee shown in fig
gure 4. The pposition of
athletes is different in these two typpes of hand bike,
b
while thee rest of the H
Hand bike
has the same
s
configurration. There are two rear wheels and a front traction
on steering
wheel. The
T athletes execute a syncchronous ped
dal with the arms
a
and the power is
transmitteed to the fron
nt wheel throuugh a chain. The
T transmission system is cconnected
directly with
w the fork, that
t is used byy athletes to control the steeer.
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(a)
(b
b)
Figure 2: Steeering mechannism for race field (a) and for
f road race ((b)

Figure
F
3: Hannd bike for categories H1-H4

Figure 4: Haand bike for categories
c
H5
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All thesee described sy
ystems are rep
epresentative of
o the state of
o the art of tthe racing
wheelchaair and hand bike
b categoriess. In the next paragraph, an
n innovative pprinciple is
presentedd and compareed to them.
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Fu
unctional design
d

The charaacteristics of the
t innovativee system of propulsion con
ncentrate on thhe generation and the transmissiion of power.. The user’s gesture
g
to gen
nerate power iis inspired
by the rowing motion without emplloyment of thee lower limbs, to solve the shoulders
injuries. In
I addition, th
he power is traansmitted by two
t handles, connected
c
withh a pair of
pulleys by cables, that are wrapped on pulleys to transmit the motion
m
unidireectionally.
The pulleeys are conneccted to the fraame by a pow
wer spring. Th
his allows the system to
be adapteed to individu
ual user’s phyysical charactteristics. The gesture is divvided into
two diffeerent phases: the
t traction pphase and the recovery phaase. During thhe traction
phase, Tpp, the user pullls towards him
m the handless. Through a cable
c
system, the power
is transm
mitted to the wheels.
w
Duringg the recoverry phase, Tr, a power sprinng, loaded
during thhe pushing ph
hase, brings tthe system in
n the initial condition. Thee figure 5
shows thee gesture during the tractionn phase and th
he recovery phase, while thhe figure 6
shows thee angular position and the angular speed
d of the pulley
y and the wheeel. In this
figure, thhe hypotheses are that the sppeed of the wheel
w
is constaant and the tim
me of traction phase, Tp, is longeer than the tim
me of the recov
very phase, Trr.

Fig
gure 5: Innovaative cable tran
nsmission system

Figure 6: Angular poosition and an
ngular speed reespectively
of wheeel (W) and pu
ulley (P)
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2.1

Handwheelcha
air.q

The innoovative system
m of propulsioon has been employed
e
and
d added to thee standard
wheelchaair for everydaay life and thiis prototype iss named Hand
dwheelchair.qq. Figure 7
shows thee modification
ns made on a pre-existing wheelchair sk
ketch to adaptt it for the
new conffiguration. A pair of pulleyys have been seated in the joint CR andd a pair of
return puulleys have beeen located inn CP through
h specific supp
port rods. Thhe handles
have beenn designed in order to transsmit power wiith a cable system and to braake on the
rear wheeels with the brrake levers inttegrated with the
t handles.

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: User moveement: Push-riim (a), Innovaative (b)
This innoovative system
m of propulsiion could be advantageouss if it is emplloyed and
added to the standard push-rim systtem. The inno
ovative system
m can be empployed for
outdoor journeys, thus achieving ann increment in
n mobility and
d a reduction iin fatigue;
the push--rim system caan be employyed indoor, ex
xploiting its co
ompactness annd achieving excellent manoeuv
vrability in sm
mall spaces. It is mandatory to enable quicck switching from the innovativ
ve system, figuure 8a, to push
h-rim system,, figure 8b, soo a folding
system off the cable traction system w
was designed and implemen
nted.
Finally thhe first functio
onal prototypee is shown in figure 8c duriing the first prreliminary
experimeental tests.

(c)
(b)
(a)
olding system of the cable traction system
m (a) and (b),
Figure 8: Fo
Handwh
wheelchair.q testing (c)
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2.2

Handwheelcha
air.q racing

The innovative system
m can be instaalled on the raacing wheelch
hair, as shownn in figure
10a, withh few modificcations of a sstandard racin
ng wheelchairrs. The push-rrims have
been rem
moved, a pair of
o pulleys havve been placed
d on the joint CR and a pairr of return
pulleys have
h
been located on CP jooint. In figuree 9 a) a recum
mbent configuuration of
racing whheelchair is sh
hown, inspiredd by hand bik
ke employed from
fr categoriees H1, H2,
H3 and H4.
H This configuration allow
ws to optimisee the aerodynaamic. In figure
re 9 b), the
usual raciing wheelchaiir with the innnovative system
m of propulsio
on is shown.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9: Racing
R
Handweeelchair.q for H1-H4 (a) an
nd for H5 (b)

Figuree 10: Steering system
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Two diffe
ferent handle solutions
s
are ddesigned. In the
t first system
m the user hass a pair of
handles and
a each hand
dle transmits power to a co
orresponding wheel, left or right. In
this confiiguration the trajectory
t
is ddetermined as in racing wheeelchair presennted in the
previous paragraph.
The seconnd system is shown
s
in figur
ure 10. The useer has a pair of
o handles connnected by
a rod. Thhe rod is conn
nected to a c ouple of tracttion cables. The
T rotation oof the two
handles, by
b means of a bowden cabble system, deefines the rotaation of the foork around
the joint CS and so the steering of thhe wheelchair.

2.3

H
Handbike.q

Finally, thhe innovative system can bbe employed on
o the hand bik
ke. Figure 11 shows the
functionaal design of Handbike.q
H
witth the innovattive system off propulsion fo
for categories H1, H2,
H H3 and H4.
H A pair off pulleys havee been seated on the joint C F, one of
each sidee in order to baalance the fork
rk transversely
y. A return pulley has been located in
CP in order to optimisee the athlete’s gesture.

Fiigure 11: Hanndbike.q for caategories H1-H
H4
h the rod, as shown in
The cables to transmitt power connnects the returrn pulley with
dbike.q, the ssame steering
g system used
d in racing Haandwheelfigure 122. In the Hand
chair.q (ffig. 10) is impllemented.
Figure 133 shows the co
onfiguration oof Handbike.q for user categ
gories H5.

Fig
gure 12: Tracti
tion cable setu
up for Handbik
ke.q
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Figure 13: Haandbike.q for categories H5
5
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Conclusions

The deveelopment of an
a innovativee system of propulsion
p
forr manual wheeelchair is
describedd in different possible
p
sketcches, in orderr to be implem
mented in spor
orts wheelchairs annd for wheelch
hair employedd in everyday
y life. The inn
novative systeem of propulsion iss a robust ideea to solve thee injuries on the upper lim
mb, caused byy the other
manual system of prop
pulsion. By m
means of a first prototyping
g and testing pphase, the
improvem
ments of athlettes gesture is currently und
der evaluation.
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